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,WCULLOM TO BE VIGOROUSLY BUSINESS FIRM BRIDAL
COUPL
E
PROSECUTED AT KUTTAWA
INCORPORATED !AC

DISTILLERIES'
AtilTARY PIPE
FROM TRIP MANDAMUS SUIT WAS CLOGGED UP

KR. A. K. PURDY RETURNED FROM ATTENING THE BEDSIDE
OF PAVER. DR. PURDY, WHO LIES IN AN UNCERTAIN "J. R. PROVINCE AND $ON" MISS MAUD FRITTS AND MR. JUDGE REED
TAKES IT UP AF- UNDERGROUND MAINS
• FILED ARTICLES OF DIDUG
CLIRfNCE LANDARAM WED
TER
REGULAR
BUSINESS IS
CONi.:ITiON AT PRESENT-1111 CRUCIAL STAGE LE:NG
UP AND OBSTRUCTIONS
C!..`.P.P01RATION•
AT MEROPOLIS.
PASSED THROUGH—BEFORE COMING BACK TO PADUCAH
THE SON GOT OUT A WARRANT

CHARGING

WITH MALICIOUSLY SHOOTING HIS FATHER

firCULLOM
WITHOUT

PROVOCATION.

S

COUNTY CLERK PREPARIN6
THE 1840 CLUB TO BE
HOMER ADAMS CHARGED
CONDITIONS MUCH BETTER
BALLOT BOXLS, ETC.
EN1ER1AINED TONIGHT
WITH BOOTLEGGING
NOW AT THE SCHOOL

MR. SMEDLEY WILL FRIDAY SUMPTUOUS SUPPER
TEND- NINE O'CLOCK TOMI;i1RROW 13
THE DOORS FOR THE NEW
BEGIN SENDING OUT THE
Mr A. K. Purdy, of the Abram got a warrant out against McCullom,
ERED BY GROOMSMEN OF
•TIME SET FOR REHKOPF
BASEMENT ROOM WERE
PARAPHERNALIA
Well insurance
Agency returned charging him with malic.ously shootCORBETT-THOMPSON.
CREDITORS TO MEET.
SHIPPED YESTERDAY
yesterday morning from Kutoiwa, iep Dr. Purdy with intent to kill,
WEDDING.
where he has been attending snd without provocation. hicCulloto
ti... bedside of his father. Dr. A. U. was arrested and released on bond. Matip Deeds Recorded With tne
Bankrupt Petitioner Was William
Purdy. who was shot ten days ago 'I he case against him will not be callCounty Clerk, and Marriage
Rabbi Lovitch Made Strong Talk to
Mir Emma Jones and Mr. Adolph
Hite, but Not Wm. Hite of the
Marshal
William hicCullotel ed.until it becomes certain what wal
by City
High School Pupils on DifferLicenses Issued
Krug Married Yesterday—Other
Fancy Farm Locality.
ti that city. Mr. Purdy says the *t- be thc result of the wounds of Dr.
ent Kinds of Students
Social Matters.
inseling physicians state the media Perdy. If the latter gets welt the
Con of his father is just :lei at that malicious shooting charge will be
Articles of incorporation yesterday
Judge Reed yesterday said that if
point where be may take .1 turn eith- prosecuted againat McCullom. while kdged irob County
The unsanitary condition that has
Clerk Hiram
Delightfully surprised will many lie bad time he wou'.d thIs afternoon
er %%as, the status be ng of that un- if the injured man dies the shooting Smedley by "J. R.
prevailed at public school building
Province and Son" friends be to learn that last week Miss take up the mandamus
litigation of at Eighth and HarrOon
ceit...nty when the patient is passing warrant will be dismissed and lic- who incorporate
streets was
with a capitalization Maud Fritts • of Metropolis, and Mr. the Paducah Distilleries
Company
the erucial point. The injured nun it:idiom prosecuted on the charge of of *JOAO& the stock being
divided in- Clareace Landram of this city, were against the City of Paducah, wherein corrected yesterday. Supt. Liela made
is in a conscious condtion and has murder. Dr. Purdy left the case in
an investigataan and found the Outlet
too shares of Sion each, and sub- united in marriage at the home of the the concern sues
to compel the muni- pipe that
been now for several days, but it cal- the hands of his son, who will not scribed for as follows:
carries *the water asd reJ. R. Province, young lad• In order to surprise their cipal authorities to grant it a license
:oat be told what may come in his have it called up for trial until the three shares;
fuse
front
the basement closets had
Paul Province ninety- friends the couple had a quiet wed- to
tonesell
qualiquor in quantities as low as
I eoedition. All the symptoms now fatber's condition warrants it
stopped up. Workmen were pat to
four shares, and Thomas L Cries, ding, went to Louisville on' their
I are very encouraging and the doctors
At the time of the shooting it was three shares. The company will de a
bridal tour, and returned last *swift There are a number of damage digging up the uniterground pipe,
%Fair, great hope of his recovery, but reported In some of the papers that general implement,
buggy, wagon, from the Falls City. *they are now sons an* other cases set for trial on which they gut to at a depth of four
in injuries of this nature where they the physicians bad to remove sore: etc., businese
at their present loca- making their home at the resioeuze the regular docket teday, all arrange- or five feet. A loug puk was then
affect the skull, nuke the onteoeue of the brain of Dr Purdy in attending tiou.
pushed into the outlet pipe and the
De MI. James Pressen. the merchants' !, ems for disposition of which have obstruction
ascertain
him, but that is a mistake as the twain
"Mr
that had accumulated
pu.sce....1.0 resides on Broadway near been made, therefore they have to
Beier, his risers to ho home in was not torn by the bullet and nose
Ind
caused
complete estoppel at
a
Preparing Ballot Boaes.
come
first
as regards a trial. The
Tenth street.
this city. the son ide k K. Purdy. !.rd to be taken ioat
the flow was removed. As soon as.
iCounty Clerk Hiram Smedley and
The young lady is a beautiful girl, judge said that if the jury finished
theobbstruction was removed and tho
deputies were yesterday busily. eio coining of a prominent
Metropolis with its actions soon enough this af- passageway
cleared, the toilets be—
aged getting "into shape the ballots, family, and she has numerous
teroon,
and
there
was
nothing
friends
else gun working
properly and the water
ballot boxes stamps, pads, education- in this city where she often visited. blocking the way, he would take
up does not 'back up
and overflow, af
al tiqUots and other paraphernalia She is a niece
the
mandamus
action,
hear
the ar- it did
of Mr. Presnell.
for
several
The tins* •
days.
needed for the electani next Tuesday.
guments
of the lawyers, look into the
Mr. Landrum Is contacted with the
went is now in much better.shape asf
Friday he will commence sending the city engineer's
authorities
they
,cite,
and
then
take the
office of th's city, and
pupils are not compelled to wit k
articles to the diferent precinct vot- is a
reliable and sterlin4 young man the matter under advisement
around in the places where the °Ye ring plies in the county " The ballots, who
It
will
probably
be
sometime the
took up Paducah as his home the
> es, etc. will be given some one of
tilast of this week betore the matter is flow made it sloppy and very
toalthy.
yeftettlay
ABOUT ONE THOUSAND PEOPLE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON the precinct officers to be held until past summer He ;s the son of Hon. decided, as the judge' has
to give all
e
Doors Shipped.
AND LAST NIGHT VISITED THE ELKS' HOME WHICH, next Tuesday. These boxes and oth- George W. Landram, the prmineat of his time necessary to the
Matattorney
Smithland.
of
The
gr
ion
morning Mr Cm. rge
WAS A BLAZE OF GLITTE R AND ATTRACTION WITH ITS er things the clerk is arranging now,
ters
corn
ng
ahead
epf
this special
was connected with the United Stases
Langstaff. the mill man, receivl d a
BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS. ELEGANT FURNISHINGS AND are those for use in the state demo- navy
case
And
will
he
consider
it
during
his
-for ten years, thin.; to high
message from the St. Louis fan tory
BRILLIANT ELECTRICAL EFFECT—A KEEN APPRECIA Liatic primary that will be carried on position
of trust, but last spring re- spare moments
stating the doors ordered from
TION WAS EVIDENCED BY THE ENTIRE PUBLIC OF THE near the regular election voting
the
—
—
and took a position with the
concern had been 'shipped yes& :rday
HANDSOME STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE LODGE IS IN booths Tuesday. The regular election sieved
Bootlegging Clu-sied.
Paducah engineering department.
outfit will be sent out immediately.
POSSESSION.
Deputy United States Marshal kr use at the Washington buildit ,ig oe
Next Monday the clerk distributes
Wade /Brown returned last evening %Vest Broadway. As it takes• everal
••
filsinbers of Also Club.
-for- freight- to- come here- 'from
Jure in the city the outfits necesfrom Calloway county. where bu
rThe "open house" reception yes- lounging room for the members.
This evening Colonel Fred Kamleo rested Homer
Louis,
St.
the doe's are ear pected
sary for the general election and also
Adams, who is brought
teeday afternoon and last evening at
On the second floor at head of the for the primary
ter of Kentucky avenue near Seventh here on the charge of
*boat Thursday or Friday, wise :n they
selling
liqeo will
the Elks' Home on North Fifth street. grand staircase is the waiting and
street, will entertain
The 18.4o without a license. The
be immediately moaned.
accused will
was a very charming affair and about lounging, room for the members,
Club
member.,
and
latter's
the
wives
They are for the weer root a being
be arraigned before United Statee
Land Transferred.
at his handsome residence on the Commissioner Armour
1,coo peop'a visited the handsome while off from this is the committee
ed P. Hamburg has sold
Gardner this equipped in the Washington I &adding.
structure and viewed the elegant in- room, then to right of staircase head T. G. Stevenson
and
which will be
U
ed
by
for $675 property sesame. The club consists of a num- afternoon for an examining trial
tenor, which is not surpassed by any the toilet, cloak and ante-rooms. To on Harahan
gentlemen
known
Paducah
ber
well
of
the
superintend
ent and bead i of trusboulevard
The
deed
who, were born in the year 1840
similar building anywhere in this sec- right of the staircase is the entrance was filed yesterday for
tees as a place of meeting ; for the
Rehkpf Bankrupt Case.
re:ord with
and who organized their body sevSon of the country. The home was to the large lodgement which Is 6s :be county clerk.
Referee E. W. Bagby. of the bank- latter and as business ' office for
emistaetly thronged with hundreds e37 feet in earnei.siens, with eogiag
R. L. and Dora Pippin bought from eral years ago. For a number of rupt court, has set 9 o'clock tomorrow Prof. Lie& The doors are
of an unsummers they gave minuet picnics morning as the hour for taking up usual slue and Mr. Langst aff had to
from opening hour in the afternoon twenty-two feet above the floor, the Logenia Geary for $1,000
property
at that always proved
until tt o'clock last evening, and all latter Of bard pine, well waxed.
enjoyable. Quite the bankruptcy proceedings of the E. have them ordered from th e Si Louis
Twelfth and Burnett streets.
expressed themselves as deeply ap
a nice time will be had this evening Rehkopf Saddlery Company, at whicn people, who have been ti nree weeks
The building is draped with green
Lizzie Martin sold t.)
Waletoa by
preciating the attractive
the clubmen and t'neir wives as time the creditors with unsecured ncvs• making thent.
quarters lace curtains, with exception of the for $81yo property on the East
side of
The contractor has lad ied the new
guests oi Mr. Kamleiter. who is one &aims will meet and select their trusof which the lodgemen are justly ladies' reception room and secretary's Scutb Eleventh near
Jones street.
proud
office This color of curtain is the
Claude Cresson transferred to .B. of the leading members of tne body. tee who is to have charge of the basement room, but not
yet started
firm's business while matters are be- the work of plastering
The visiting friends included ladita. Latest thing out, and the ladies at- B. Hook for $too property
on account
in the
ing settled in this tribunal. This is of the fact that his men
,gentlemen and children, and they tending yesterday expressed its choice O'Bryan addition to the
Hallow'een Party.
are so busy
city.
the case where the creditors seek to with other contracts chi at he has not
a- visrere usliered lab the building by the as one of rare taste, harmonizing love- 'W. E. Downing bought
The
Robert
(sr'
little
sons
o
)f
Dr.
frown
force into banqruptcy this company. the time to let them
iffercnt reception eneamitsees that ly with water colors upon the walls. Annie Jackson for $50 land
work at the
in the A. Hicks vein entertain with a Hal- which
school, as the othes I mildings were
is offerine no resistance.
did their utmost to tsetse all enjoy
low'een party this evening at their
On the walls of the lodgeroom hang county.
er
c ntracted for first
themselves The ladies were prel the pictures of many dead brethreg
Land -n the county was purchased finne,e1627 West Broadway.
Forceful Ai draw
seated with souvenirs of carnations. while the order intends to hang front W. E. Downing by R.
Bankruptcy Names.
L
Rabbo Lovitch of
The home cost something like those or any other departed breth- Weisner for $200.
Temple Israel
The petition in bankruptcy filed in
Bridal Supper.
delivered a . strong
$35.000 and is a credit to the city as ren peoseded the family furnishes
talk yesterday
Last night at The Palmer the the United States ccurt clerk's ofmorning to the chiW ren of the high
well as lodge The building cost the lodge with the likeness To the
Licensed To Marry.
groomsmen for the Corbett-Thompi fice at Paducah October aend. was
school
as-their °pea/ ng exercise. He
furai-hings
the
&sow,
and
The
right
Stenos
of the lodgeroom entrance will
following marriage licenses son wedding this evening entertained lodged by William H Trite of Fancy
grounds *coo. The structure is of In a few days be placed a large marble were issued by the clerk yesterday: the bridal party anti a few outside Farm, Ky., and not by William Hite, made a talk upon- ti ie different kinds
of students and p ointed out many
iandsome yellow pressed brick, with slab, tura feet, and on which is Rubye Corbett and Charles
W. friends with a sumptuous supper con- who also lives in that locality.
Interesting and nit portant things
an arched entranceway leading up to! chiseled the name of every Elk who Thompson, of this city; Adolph Krug sisting Or many courses
of
benefit to the sad tars in their walks
from Fifth street by a fine stone step- has died since the lodge was instituted aged 46 and Emma Jones. aged 34
Complimentary to the bridesmaids
Mr Charles Brown, the brewery through life. ,
'way, on each side of which are leo*, sane years ago. There are about of this city; C. E. Fondaw, aged 22 Mrs. Henry Rudy yesterday afternoon
salesman,
was in Princeton yesterday
colmns topped with huge electric forty-five who have answered to roll and Aura Rogers, aged 27 of Graves at i oielock entertained with a
Mr. Henry-C. West and grandson
Mrs. J. B. Tura Cr of Murray has recounty
Judge Lightfoot married the luncheo at the home of her parents,
globes
I call for the last time.
Nelson Soule, have gone hunting and turned home al er visiting
Mrs. .C.
The floor of the lobby jtot inside i The luxurious furnishings of the latter couple at his office in the Mr. and Mrs Armour Gardner ot fishing
at Reelfoot Lake.
B Turner of Fit urth and Monroe.
464 the main entrance door is of marble home are something elegant, wbfle county courthouse, while Justice I Familial" avenue
and very elegant. To the right of the the costly chandeliers that hang from Charles Emery married Miss Jones
entrance is the office of Secretary.the center of every room are blazes and Mr. Krug at the latter's home in
Afternoon Nuptials.
Henry G. Nunn, Who is also tha,cus- ,1 rif
light
Wherever
possi- an South Fourth street. The groom
Yesterday afternoon Miss Emma
*allatalo ed as harnessmaicer at Jones
todian of the building. To the left of hie chandeliers and frosted globes
asd Mr Adolph Krug were
hers' establishment on united in marriage at the latter's resi•the entrance is the
gorgeously were placed so as to make the inside Micheal
Second and Broadway, while his dence,
equipped room set apart for the lady , as bright as day.
4a7 South Fourth street. The
As a result of prodigtion, of "The of the oiler* d ambuscade to make
members of the lodgensen's
The attractive interior *tut so- bride hae been keeping his house for ceremony was performed by Squire
Clansman' in Brookhavon last week, rigid invest. gation.
The building is opens from early i heated yesterday and last night by h:m for eome months.
Emery, who officiated in the presence and threats circulated by whites that
The story circulated that the whites
morning until late at night, and at the beautiful floral arrangements, and
ef only a few. No ;irritations were a
KeKlux Klan was being organized would feral KuKhne Klans was done
any hour this room is set apart for also the lodge colors of" gteen and $5.000 PINE FOR THE
issued for the affair.
STANDARD OIL TRUST. The bride is a graceful and es- here to drive negroes from the corn- as a joke, it is asserted, but the nethe ladies to gather in, rest temselves white ribbon streanshrg from everymotility, the terrified blacks are said groes too. c the Jokers at their
Findlay,
0., Oct. 30.—The Standard teemed young tidy
write letters, converse, or make their where. Punch and cakes were served
word,
of this city who
toilet in the little private quarter just to all by the ladies in charge, the Oil company yesterday was fined has been making her home at the to.'have formed themselves into bands and are deported to be organizing all
of whitecaps and already to have over the'country to defend themselves
to rear of their main reception rioani latter looking beautiful in their gor- Woo and costs of prosecution for groom's resiuence.
stahted on a series of depredations on against the reign of, terror they beoperating in restraint of trade in
Mirrors. dressers, brushes, combs and geous costumes.
Mr. Krug is the well known .forelieve to be impending.
everything are hi- there for conceaThe Elks are now preparing for Ohio The defense was allowed forty man for the harness-msking depart- the whites.
News has reached here from Bear
(lays to file a bill of exceptions, and ment of Micheal Bros. lesitherwork'ng
No other reports of trouble halm
ladies
the
fence
of
1
their
annual
that
memorial
services
•
Behind the secretary's office is the will he heald at The Kentucky the sentence was suspended sixty dare esteblistanent on Broadway near Sec- Creek. in Lincoln ceunty, that Bed been .received here other Yen the
Godbold, a young white farmer, was affair near Bear Creek, and a majority
handsome staircase leading to the first Sunday in December. They are to give defense time to file petition an ond street.
upon by negro Whitecaps while of chimes are Inclined to seal at
fired
error.
first
floor.
second
At the end of the
also preparing for the services at
The couple have many friends who
riding through a lonely stretch of Godbold's story.
Soar entlence hall, is the billiard and which they will dedicate the new
congratulat
ieme.
extend their
woods Sunday night His horse was
Mr. L. P. Head returned yesterday
pool room with many tables, for use building the first Tuesday of Decemcome.
,
but the rider was uninjured. and
Med
to Eddyville • where he is clerk et
Revolotionary Daughters.
of the members only. To right of , ber.
Western Wed/ring.
regaining hh feet, dashed
Godbold,
The Daughters of the American
this room is the dining ball with The coMmittee that had, charge of the prison.
Miss Eleanor White and Mr. Harry
the thicket and escaped asetord- RelolutIon will meet Friday afternoan
tables and chairs for use during' Inweishine the 'home was Harry JohnAustin Prenholine wfl'.I wed tomorrow into
to_ceolelbold's etStrz, a white man UTI at
_o'clock -with Mrs. Armour
• .—•
1M*o4-wh3st-h.-1k. belag-fitted
-440neek44117- Itartonan'ai.41-Jahe
at-Salt -Lithoare the kitchen, isooktaa..-- old= closets i man, and they deserve great credit as a 'Iteffroarn quarters by Custodian is charmingly remembered here as a inown to tins wit riding a- hundred Garritter at her home on Fountain
and other quarters necessary to the for the elegant and harmonizing et.- Ntlelfl, who will thereby be at the popular visitor at the home of her yards behind him, and was simultan- aye/lee.
culinary department. Right behind rengements
home at all hours of the day and nncle, Dr. J. G. Brooks of North eously attacked by negro whitecaps.
He believes the man was killed , Mrs. Otho Powell has returned
pool
and
the
room
ie
smoking
the
On the third floor are four surplus night.
.;eveeth.
i°
• .
Officers have left here for the scent! from visiting in Princeton.

GEORGEOUS ARE THE NEW
QUARTERS FOR THE ELKS
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JUDGMENT FOR $2,000 GIVEN 58 DEATHS
"UNCLE TOM"
WOMAN FOR INJURIES RECEIVED
-"UKIAH"
WRECK
IN
ill11

Tailor Made Suits
and Coats

MINNIE BURRADELL GIVEN VERDICT FOR THAT AMOUNT
AGAINST PADUCAH TRACT'ON COMPANY FOR INJURIES TO BE AVENGED—SOME ONE "TOM" OUTLAWED IN KENTUCKY—"CLANSMAN" FORSHE RECEIVED BY BEING T HROWN FROM STREET CAR ON
"IS TO BLAME FOR
BIDDEN IN GEORGIA
ACCOUNT OF THE CAR STA RTINO BEFORE SHE COULD
HORROR
TRANSTO
REFUSED
REED
ABROAD—JUD
GE
GET SAFELY
FER TO THE UNITED STAT ES COURT THE PINK UNDERBoth Plays Arouse Racial Feeling
WOOD SUIT VS. ILLINOIS C ENTRAL RAILROAD.
Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 3o.—Ainid
in the North and in
the South
scenes strange' as any probably that
1111&
IN THE MOST APPROVED STYLES. WE USE ONLY 004110
bodies
a
disaster
58
attended
have
a
by
yesterkilled
Fulton where he was
A judgment for $z000 was
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP IS OF THE BEST AND 01FR
were taken today and tonight from
day in the circuit court given Minnie switch engine. His widow sues For
NCTION.
GARMENTS ARE MADE TO F IT AND GIVE SA
the West Jersey and Sea Shore railThe new law prohibiting performBurradell in her suit against the Pad- $23,e00 damages.
plunged
ances of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in KenA continuance was given in the read train which Sunday
ucah Traction company. The lady
the trestle over .Thoroughfare tucky, the barring of "The Clans(of
the
on
car
against
Johnson
a
upon
Dave
suit
of
step
to
preparing
SUITS $sa.00 TO $40-00
was
ac- creek near here, after the drawbridge man" in many Southern towns, folSouth Third street when it started Paducah Traction company, the
COATS $5.00 TO $6o.00
sustained by had been opened to permit the sloop lowing the Atlanta riots, and the gravup before she could get aboald, and tion being for injuries
South
was
closed
then
pass
and
in
the
Sinbad
to
problem
defendant's
the
race
of
ity
the lurch threw her violently to the plaintiff aboard one of
CHILDREN'S COATS $1.5o 0 $20
manigi
This evening Mayor Stoy and COr- and in the border states, have now
I
street and created injuries that neces- CATS.
and a had the remarkable effect of toning
An agreed other was entered con oaer Gaskill held a conference
sitated a delicate operation. Henimpaneled intmedlately. down the "Uncle Tom" production
will
be
Jura'
Holland
Tory
of
C.
suits
tinning the
drick, Miller & Marble and John
The inquest 'will be held later this throughout the country. Today, more
Lovett represented the lady, and against C. C. Coleman for possession week.
than fifty years after the first proto
belongs
trees
of ground Holland claims
Wheeler, Hughes and Berry the
Pennsylvania
that
the
charges'
is
It
duction of the play dramatised from
to him, but which Coleman fenced in
company.
its
of
Company,
or
some
Railroad
Mrs. Stowe's novel, it would be madThe parties to the action then decided
ervloyes, caused the wreck because ness to attempt in scores of Southern
Wren
B.
E.
Harrison,
L.
to have
The Dress Goods season is now at as height. We sredicted abet it
criminal negligence.
communities a stage version of story
Other Suits.
and John Spence make a survey of
would be a great Dress Goods year and the increased volume el
Daniel 'Stewart, who for years has Little Eva, Uncle Tom and Simon
G. W. Knight got judgment tor the lands to see whether the property!
business
in this department verifies our prediction. We have an abbeen the tender of the drawbridge. Legree, says the Post-Dispatch.
lase against the Paducah Box astd belonging to Holland or Coleman.
beautiful
collection of fine foreign and domestic fabrics as
solutely
Cabin"
according
to
Prato
Public
has said,
Features of "Uncle Tom's
weaver: color, and novelties These sr priced tow
Basket factory. He was injured
fashionable
An amended .inswer was filed in ecutor Albertson, that frequently afall
the
formerly shown with impunity in
while working arouqd some machin- the suit of Mark Worten against the
in
every
instance.
.
to
had
have
ter the draw was closed he
many Southern communities
action
ery at this plant.
City of Paducah, and in which payi_
manthe
ekecareful
hand,
else
rails
by
adjust
the
eliminated
by
now been
In the suit of Felix G. Rudolph, ad- Worten seeks to keep from
tric trains, which are capable of a agers who are fearing that many, if
Underwood, some of his municipal taxes to "
the ispeed of to miles an hour, would be
ministrator of Pink
not all, the Southern states may folagainst the Illinois Central railroad city government on propert) he owns. thrown from the tracks.
the example of Kentucky and
low
al inch Plaids at
50s.
the court refused to have this action Cameo Docketed Today For Ttiall The prosecutor intimates he has
by statute.
play
bar
the
expressly
Fanciest
at
Inch
transferred to the United States court
today -°T
fp iknowledge that the company knew They are "amending" the play until it
The actions coati' a
on the ground that the state court trial before Judge Reed are Albert the tracks did not evezir meet_ bears only slight resemblance to the
was the proper place for Its trial. Sapplie vs. Paducah Traction corn- that there was a spreaditig of i.robbook
The defendant wanted it moved to the pasty; J. P. Thornton vs. Traction ably one or two inches and that no
All negroes have been dropped from
'. good hosiery and save docuar's
Protect your Children's feet. wit''
federal tribunal. Underwood is the company; Marion Lander vs. City of effort was made to remedy the de- the companies, one oi which has quit
house and sell all the reliable
leading
the
Haeiery
We
are
bills
fittlflan who died as result of injuries Paducah, and Mary Ann Bloodworth facts
the South The slave auction and tht
kinds
seaseell'
Mem
the
received during a wreck on
vs. G. W. Colyer.
wlsipping scene' have been "modiphis division several years ago His
Albert Sapphic is the Italian conMayor Promises Inquiry.
bed" and parts which ignorant peoLadies* Ribbed Vests and
Ladies' Black Fleeced Hose
estate sues for many thousands of fectioner arid fruit dealer of the
Mayor Stoy, standing in the old ple might interpret as showing social
15( Pants at .
at
.
arir.
damages
dollars
Trueheart building on Broadway be- Empire Beak, which is being used causality between the races have been
An answer was filed in the suit ot tween Fifth and Sixth streets. He as a temporary morgue, said:
Children's Mod vas
Boys' Extra Heavy Hose
'edited"
GeorTe Hathaway against Ben Weil* was crossing Broadway at Fifth street "No man who is in emy way re15e and Pants at .
at .
Even woh all this care in trying
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COUNTY TAXES WON BY CITY
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There Will Be An Advanco
in Coal November 1st

The Lint el Next Mouth the City Maihelag Held in Peoria, Illinois to
Oppose
Pets the Penelty on all Those
Gas Franchise
V/hci Rave Not Paid
Extensioo

Today is the last day in which pcoWashington, Oct. sae-The supreme
pie can pay their county and state court of the United mates today detaxes without having to bear the ad- nied the application of Rosa H. Cole
&lion of a six per cent. penalty on and others for a writ of certiorari in
the total amount due from them. To- the case of Cole vs. The City of Inmorrow being the first of November, dianapolis, involving the right of the
the law tirovides that commencing city to control the works of the Na
that date, all who have not paid their tional Gas Company in that city.
cou.nty and state taxes shall be corn
The decision by the court of aptolled to pay the six per cent. penalty. peals was favorable to the city anO
In order not to bear the Penalty, the refusal of the supreme court to
many people have been paying their bring the case up for review has the
taxes since the first of this week. effect of affirming that decision
Shortly the sheriff will commence
making out his list of delinquents.
Long Litigation Rada&
whose names, location of property' lodtagapolis, Ind., Oct. ag.—The
and amounts due, will be published in decision of the supreme court in the
the newspapers The ?roper!)
gas case ends
,.ewner Indianapolis
3
is then bound to pay the addttionel long
and impeitant
litigation
cost incurred by the fact of.peonea Under,
the
the
charter
of
tion The county and state tastes art 'echleethers' Gas Trust Company, etganized to supply nat•tal gas. the
paid to the sheriff
One month from tomorrow'
'eh? had a rigat to an option on its
' ;0*m should the comply ever retire
half of the city taxes. As
per cent, penalty geiei oft(Ulflost' tiom the gas besmear.
Since the faileto in the natural was
half of the city taxes; atiweljto;irti
'supply the company wood frOm the
the month, begametee
field and the c Zi soot :ts otitis./ to
City Treasurer John Joiletrian
the Otizens' Gas company, organized
be kept very busy reeeiPtitig
for the niunicipal lazes dna from, by popular subscription of stock to
them. The treasurer., hag sersattMep haOPIY artificial fuel gas at a race
like Pasamo to collect, and those who not to execeed 6o cents the thousand
do not pay by the last -day of next P'bie' feet
The supreme court has &tided that
month have to bear the penaley
the city had the right to sell the opBring your Fleishman yeast toie ti°n
ets to us, and we will redeem them
and give you nice fresh yeast fothern. at Biederman*.

UY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE
IS LOW
Cars are scarce and the; unusual; demand for
:mai has
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as
weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that
Kentucky
produces, ," L U Z E.R N E"

Get Our Prices
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE

Boa( phones 70

COAL

COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE

That run-down, tired feeling is the
first

symptom of

MALARIA, take

Without Competition Death to Commercial Life

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic,Capsules

Hal

Hai

f

BURGLARS
REVEALED
BY
SPIRIT
WARNING.
Medium Rumba From Seance to
Find Home Kaased. but
Valuables Sate.
•

PAT
IEW MOVED
BACK TO HOME

The specific fa all

malaria

Barry and
Henneberger

Has

cured others. Will cure you.

The Long Looked For lias
Just Arrived

AFTER at YEARS IN THE H ANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT
WE HAVE CE TO STA%
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SZE YOU ON JANUARY iS T, ipn.
TIM POOP POMP MAW,
THE MASTODON,THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
r; TliS144: '

— ——

Price so Cents Per Boa-

To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this dry chained the name of my piece of business, a IA South
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to

BACON'S
DR

Fourth

street,

betimes

The Home of Willow Spring

STORI.

Seventh and Jetsam St nose ay

BACK FROM
LONG TRIP

ei Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled
by A. Cum/runs, do
tiller, registered distillery No. to.
Wilow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD. sanctioned by the pure food law
of the State of Ka
tacky. This Whiskey is made of as bushels
rye, 15 bushels of melt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, h-lson County, Kentucky. There
is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey. I offer a St0000 Reward to any chemist who will
find
one grain of impurities
In this wfilgkey. my wines are pure California vintage guarantee
d by one of the oldest houses in St
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name tot/ached to die label guarantees purity.
Therefore they ane
another of my liquid foods made from the delicioas grapes of California. My blackberry
brandy it
guaranteed to be pare, made from the pure, delicious fruit and the brandy is
an imported Cognac guaran
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that
cao be used with inviting
for sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is
distilled from pure and mellow apples at Mcblinneille, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros- apple brandy distillers
of McMinnville, Tenn. Au•
other of my purl!, liquid foods made from apps..
I haadki but sae brand of Beer, the purest in the United States
of America, made by the Anhsesetollenth IbratImg Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and
in bottles—the renowned Bud
vreiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my
liquid foods, made from pure Ind'
and hops.

MR. HERMAN FRIEDMAN TAKEN FROM HOSPITAL TO
New York. Oct. aa—Mrs. May o
HIS RESIDENCE
Pepper't private setretary is authorito
for the statement that a 'tip" from
a friendly spirit enabled the "medium'
to detect a burglary in ber Brooklyn Miss Marjorie Crumbaugh Suffering
MAJOR ASHCRAFT STOPPED
From Badly Swollen Arm—Dave
residence last night, and also tho feir
4
OVER IN LOUISVILLE EN Rittinf Confined,
of the spirits caustet the heel-shin to
ROUTE HOME
Ilee without their expected boot,.
My Dear Priem: and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is plyitery
Mrs Pepper was conducting her na•
oad guaranteed by the American Pure Food Law* of our State. Thank God for the
pure food laws
cal Sunday night seance in her church .1k. Herman Friedman was yestetThey have been seventeen yaws corning, but have come at last On the first
(
1.
of next January these laws
and had just answered a query signed
y morning moved from his private Ooes to Shdoh National Park Next
Ida
go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of
Nose* to Attend Nose mint Un4- —toy- foul' per cons
few that has anything ir
ard inc Riverside hospital to his
that the person they re•sin
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Law'. the
veiling Ceremonies.
These laws are going to ht
suspected of stealing a purse at a
Jefferson mar Ninth
governmen
is
adorced
the
t never before enforced • law in our great country.
There will be no more
euchre party wet the guilty one. dstrtlet• °eon
H was transferred in ion
gg.caned in and Is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compound
ers and rectifiers, as the law will
rollaker Guy Naaces ambulance, an
when, she says, the spirit who tva
the
on
compel them to put
labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compound
ed, made of drugs
Moon. P. If. Ashcraft and wife have
talking handed her a little "tip on i! will be some days yet before he
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannel
use neutral spirits and withotr
returned from Loiosville where they
al le to letve his room
the side" in this wise:
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they Cannot be
tabled with fictitious ages
have been visiting the pa•t week or
'You'd btter look out yourself
and nainel of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders rectifiers and
so-called compottnihnii
two.
Arm and Hand Swollen.
Sc me one is robbing your„own house
Remember, the only piece in our city where you can get .,aity,
both
by
the
drink, quarts, pints or
The
major
went
trom
.here
tn
Mist Ira:jporie Crembaught ot
this instant.'
half-pints, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRAIGS, liquid
•• food, 116 south Fourth street. pa
clineele Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or
Soon after receiving thit startling Ninth 9eventh street is sufering from Portsmouth. Ohio, to attend the aninformation from It:Aside*. says the a painfully iwollen right arm. She nual convention of the Ohio Valley
mat day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-calledYour head will tell you the
blenders and rectifiers
Improvem
ent
Associatio
n,
and
cut.
when
her
hand
yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more
medium's secretary. Mee
see&
slightly and. contractto ale. ia.re where ow,*
Pepper
and
come
that
was
over
he -returned to Louishastily closed
Squid foods are dealt to you in all their purities. at your friend's, nswermeeting and se:z- c4 cold in the woun4 which has causing her secretary by the band telt ed a great swelling
the arm. While ville where his wife had duds( MD
very painful, it is not considered absence been called by the death of
her of the warning.
her sister-in-law
after spending a
Reaching the Pepper home the two noious by the physicians
number of days at that place the couwomen found it brightly Illuminated
ple have now returned home.
They had left it in darkness.
Injured Leg.
The
Mr. Ashcraft will next month go to
rooms were irtdisorder, as
Mi. David Rittofi, tialifon dealer
thrtallh
it6nristed at his resideliiii on South Shiloh National Park to be present
carefully ransacked.
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on theP ure
•
food laws at ear Seise.
Careful search is said to have dis Fourth street with a painfully ojured at the ceremonies attending the unveiling
some
of
monument
s being
closed that absolutely nothing had leg, which was hurt by a huge p:
been taken, although in 4
.casket in c: metal falling upon him at his es- erected upon sites occupied by state
nents during tha Civil war.
plain sight were some of ?ire Pep- tabfishment ott Kentucky avenge.
major ways the waterways conper's jewels.. valued at Stow. a Olt°
vention was one of the most inter- deau, Mo., is visiting tor sister, Mrs.
bin and several smaller
Shoulder Injured.
biltilth
N. M. Morris of South Eleventh,
...Caloonist James Sherrill and Mr. esting and important ever held by
Mr. Sydney Loeb ha sreturned from
the
delegates
from cities belonging
WAR ON KANSAS WHISEKOI George Brown, latter of the Newstrip
a
to St. Louis.
Democrat, collided upon their bicycles to the improvement organization. He
DR. J. D. SARTII, of Paducah
Attorney
Arthur Y. Martin returned
feels
that much good was effected
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 30—Before an- at Fifth and Jefferson strtets yesGreenville
fro*
Ky.
,
other year strati %aye passed the.
FVellekket Candidate
Mr. Sherrill fell or through its medium.
Mr. Watt Yeiser of Martin's Falls,
may be treated to the amaziqg ***ithaulder, which was palatally
C4141111111..
route
yesterday
en
;Tense, was here
tack of Kisses snaking a wan on bruised, while his bike flew wider
+
+
+
+
a
+ + + +•
* to St. Louis to resume his medical
whiskers.
posing wagon that passed
•
studies. He is a cousin of Mayor
The recent action of the Southern damaged it. alk Brown ovetPand
The way to Int an
was /Mt eo- PERSONAL MENTION. • Yeiser, whose guest he was during
California Veteriitary association at hurt
eel)Is is MOON it to
.
t
hei short stay here.
4,1110111 WKS your %vie.
Los Angeles ie resolving that al
+ + + + 4'•4. *•
•+ + + +• Mts. Charles Buhr has returned
dairymen should dispense with all
Finger Cut Off.
Mrs Adam Vk.eikert has gone to from Cincinnati and Fayettesvillc.
hirsute adornrneets of the Hoe has
The WaY to tementWarren Austin of 1203 South Third
Kansas City, Mo., to visit her daugh Ohio.
, • •••
/140 th ev..1 Is to recu struck a•responlive chord among the aad the little finger
cut from his ter, Mrs. E. J. Lampe.
has, rem'rid and voxMts. James Each is here from Clinhealth exports of the sunflower state. - right hand while
working at litithe
WI with your vote
Mrs. Walter G. Dycus has gone to ton to attend the Corbett-Thompson
They are talking of taking it up. If nachinery in
the furniture factor'on Bentpn for a visit.
e
vredding
they do they may propose even more South. Third
Mr. J. R. Province was in Murray .Captain J. G. Beatty, of Nashville,
radical reforms than those brethren.
IF YOU WA/4T THE TRAFFIC DOrrROYED
yesterday on business.
will return home today after :pending
*. The Kansan bold that no one wearing
'
WANT YOUR NOTE.
Heart Trouble.
Mr. W. Y. '(and-ell has returned seseral days here.
a beard should be allowed to assist in
Ed .14lowman, fisherman, fell uncon
from Clarksville, Tenn.
the preperation of any food. Whisk- scious
with an attack of heart trouble.
Miss Inez Lindse of Cape
Subscribe
ers are declared to be repositories .of
for
the
Register
at Fifth and Monroe, but reviving,
germs, some of ishich may .ip into
was taken to his home near the 1. C.
anything the bearded ones hendle.
shops where he Is now all right
The smooth shave is the key to 'the
again
sanitary condition ard if the wise
doctors have their way half of the
FILES SUIT FOR FIVE CEN+S
man at Kansas Will be made utitteognizable.
Football Player Sues Street Car Corn
It will be a memorable Asa, in K anpany for Refusing Twitter.
sat history when all its aitirens part
oill
be
with their beards. The a'r
Columbus, 0. Oct. to.—Attorney
filled -with flying hair, for there- are
IFrastus Yloyd filed
gut for daaithan
any
more whiskers in Kansas
gee against the Columbus Street Car
other state can boast. Heretofore'
Company today for the sum of 5
'hey have been sources of much pride
cents
which is the smallest suit lot
to their owners.. There are some
damages
ever filed in this city, Lloyd
in
beards that have net been clipped
was a football pla.yer with Ohio State
Ofty years and not eves their owners
sespect what they may harbor. But university and alleges that he waA
specimen, reftd a tranWer to the Westerville
tint even these venerable
inehen
*
the franchise explicitly dewill be permitted ta ssoio• the cam- "
daps that 3 tearsfer shall be given.
•
rarer
titry

0:

1

1

Don Gilberto

The Talking man

116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

rett

Now is the time for7you to fill you' coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Best lisentucky ana illinois Coal

•••••-••••••••••••

•

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent 1.-m Whitehall and
Agatiie Cement. "KINCif,OF CE,I.ENT7

el/

M Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960,i. New 245.

•

- -

Thigleenth and Adam's Street

WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED SLEP1NG WITH
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION TICKLISH MOUSE
WATER COL.MITTEE ON NEW
.•i:PORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND
SLAUGHTER
P..DUCAH AND THE CAPTAIN LACK
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF
OF HIS
OUT
D
SCRATCHE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
DEEP SLUMBER

TIRED OF LIFE.
Awful. swung
From Dreadful Pains From Wound
on Foot—System All Run Down
After Six Months' Agony—Not
Able to Work—Completely Cured
in Two Weeks

Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY

SURGEON AND DENTIST.

Graduate from Allortville Veterinary school (Par* From') oho
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter :weather of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scieatifically with
all diaetwee of
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED ?LIGHT MID DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co.. Both 'pitman giro

,:oposed contract of
sing tie the fact that the con- tract and the
Little Mouse in His Innocence Had
City of
.d existing between the
Crawled in for Warm Place to
the
in
contained
rig
nod.
is
There
comducal: and the local water
Sleep and Got Hot Reception
the
changing
dur- p:oposed coot ,ct
"AVIV for fire hydrants expires
the
of
those
or
ci.y
the
of
rights
e current naooth, it was infig
the original
sent upon the general council water company i.nder
retains the
still
city
In the wee', still, small hours ot
The
agotate fur such service cover- franchise.
"Words cannot speak highly enough
comwater
morning, the members of
tne
yesterday
purchah
to
right
the
which
let the remaining period
for the Cuticura Remedies. I am now
deeach
fire
Clay
.street
of
and
expiration
Tenth
ti
the
seventy-two years of age. My
!lio. of the watcr company still eany'a plant at
in accordance with partment throught a tribe of Comn
bad been artl
be to run, to-wit: eighteen years. five year period, original franchise_
Indians had suddenly broken in
My blood
down.
anche
the
of
terms
the
between
conferences
*
After several
was so bad that
This committee has also compared on them, and every !addle leaped from
ehe joint light and water committee
blood poisoning
held
and
proposed
gun
hie
grabbed
his bed,
contain d hi the
had set in. I had
sad the officers of the water com- the rates
The
combat.
in
readiness
in
for
effect
in
in
c
h.mself
th
with
several doctors
wily, a scale of rates for fire by- contract
For the Convenience of our patrorwi and the citisetin of Padsoula -away
at
faded
bottle
class
, visions oha pitched
for 'le same
.
attending me, so
fleets wee agreed upan by the com- ether cities
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below b: the leersmemrates
the
before
to
up
I
proposed
went
finally
loomed
there
atid
find
mittee and the water company. These service and
in; Register office at 533 Broadway, where the public is invieed to col
the hospital, where
. by any af bers the picture of Captain John
than thos.
✓otes have been embod.ed in a can- lower
was laid up for
I
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
'
dance
avthe
"ghost
:-pproximate
doing
Slaughter,
two months. My
1111°
idlest which will be sumbitted to the those cities. I .e
emand
grabbing
'
at
the
,
hi
bed
in
his
beside
hydrant
per
cost
erage
as
action
foot and ankle were
ream) coinicil tor such
cities mentioi d above is— I stomach as if in the throes of de', WY , almost beyond
iht wisdom of that body may deter- ber of
/ recognition. Dark
I lerium. "A mouse, a house," yelled
If the proposed contract is Woo.
▪
sub- the captain and this explained every-, blood flowed out of %minds in many
were
to
:red
ref
rates
The
general
,
the
by
%veva* acted upon
that
water . company thing to the other stationmen, who placee, and I was PO disheartened
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LAT1ON
I thought surely my hot chamois was
OF THE
osoucil, it must be submated to the witted by the local
UNITED
the
at
side-splitting
ssurnes that
tion did a stunt
leaving me. As the toot did
STATES.
meters ei the city at the next dc:- and this committee
while
the
of
that
developed
list
It
The
laughter.
imagine
readily
correct.
not lOprove, you ean
aid affirmatively ratified by not f.gures are
- faring at his how I felt. 1 MAP simply disgurhxi
rate paid in each is on the captain was ,c
List of Directories on Pile
biss than two-thirds of the votes then c.ties with the committee
' g at his fame,: and tired of We. I ctebd this in,
and anyone loudest and traa‘
east upoa the question before a con- file with this
months,
six
for
w4A
ebeadful,
was
the figures c fl through the land ' •,! nod, a stray and during this time I was not
ALLEOHENY CITY, PA.
MANITOU. COLO.
to
*act between the city and the water desiring to verify
oppor- little mouse had jun,led up on the. wear a shoe and sat able to
the
have
AT! ANTA, GA.
may
therein
tained
MEMPHIS, TENN.
executed.
finally
onstipany can be
bed, crawled down under the cover,
at aily time.
"Boma mu spoke to am abisjit CatiBALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
It is therefore worth while for unity of doing so
miaa wriggled himself beneath the cap- ons. The consequences emu I bre&
in
borne
BOSTON, MASS.
be
also
should
efuNy
It
car
MINNEAPOLIS, MIN'.
to
any
eke voters of the
Id
Reamallss
contract is entered tam's nightshirt and was scratch rig a est of the Cuticura
new
T,
a
COMM.
BRLDGEPOR
until
, TENN.
proposed
the
NASHVILLE
of
terms
the
der
eon"
of my friend@ who was a è.
the water around for a level place to snuggle in one
BRONX, N. Y.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI,
gist, and the posies that I save after
aaptract before casting their votes at .int.• between the city and
the rates charged un- on top of his abdatnrn, ii hen the cap- the second application is beyond
BROOKLYN, N. Y
NEWARK. N. J.
OA coming election. and .if it ap- cenyany, that
contract will main- tain awoke. With a yell that awoke description; it seemed a mire*,
WUTFALO, N. Y.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
existing
is
3he
der
tigers that the proposed contract
alternatives ofere4 .vtry other stationmen, the captain for the Cuticura Reagedies took
CHATTANOOGA.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
4.144 advantaoe f the city, then tam. The only
old rates are eith i leaped straight over the foot of his •ellest hainadintely. I sighed the tarn
the
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
I.
from
0.
CINCINNAT
escape
pproval thereof
• rAfister their
Soap
Ware
Otlinant
ais- bed. landing in the center of the wile
to
or
ILL.
contract
CHICAGO.
new
a
NEWPORT, KY.
make
to
er
eadti
and I took the Rsi
Ibs
upon their ballots.
latter of floor, bairn carried cover and all Mibtamedm AhstInneweeks'treatCLK.VELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
In order that the voters may have 'c.ntinue the service, the
He then be- mai mike& tees MGM completely.
jumped.
he
him
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;with
ossible.
.
0.
,
imp
COLUMBUS
quite
adNORWICH.
being
CONN.
hilly
ccorse,
become
as opportunity to
has no gan a elialang that would have done Iheagie who hos awe vey fast daring my
committee
COLO.
CITY,
COLORADO
this
PADUCAH.
KY.
proTherefore,
the
of
terms
the
regarding
gbed
the
to the credit to a rat terrier dog, and fin- lbw and Who bays seen it awe
COLORADO SPRINGS COLO
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
eyes."
weed contract, a copy of the same is hesitation in recconinendnet
own
can
the
believe
hardly
alara,
the voters of :ally was rewarded with seeing the
COVINGTON. Y.
RICHMOND, IND.
Robert esheenbauer,
Iterewoh submitted. which reads as general council and
burn
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and
his,feet
out
drop
mouse
proposDAYTON. 0.
the
that
RICHMOND, VA.
Y.
N.
Paducale
Newburgh,
190a.
21,
Am
the Cty of
Salto ws:
us,ossi.
the wind getting awaii. The mouse
SA LT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
DENVER. COLO.
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l
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'Section 1. That the City of Pads- ed contract be ratified.
scared
worst
the
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he
like
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DETROIT, MICH.
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4
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Cl
Igen
M
oak. Ky., agrees to rent and does
Captain Slaughter finally quieted
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
sr isessiiihus.elle ins.Min .'
COMM ITTEE.
hereby resit from the Paducah Water
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bed,
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returning
and
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ST. LOUIS. MO.
DULUTH. MINN.
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until
covering
of
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T, COMM.
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every
CONN.
SOUTHPOR
FAIRFIELD
double
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TOLEDO. 0.
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brokendown race horses They say
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which the City of Paducah hereby together the winner trf the
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et company—the cheapest and bee
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MIRACULOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
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Caron Directory Company
.01 Louisville, Kentucky

Branch Office inliPaducah a The
allfREGISTER OFFICE
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THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

I

I

1:

PRICE $4.00

ALBE/4 W. WILEY

CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
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CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORID&

Novelty Works.

The Fever
Season

Modern Sanitary
Plumbing

EctD.Hannan
LAWYERS
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•
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STAID BRITONS SHOCKED
BY WOMAN SUFFRAGLSTS

Mattil,Efinger Gli• Co
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 8. THIRD STREET:

PADUCAH.77

WIND
H

I 4- •

•

Oil

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DISSIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE PTNEST AT GLASS.MADIL
PT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TIANsom..IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
AXIOMS TNT L GIRT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AOINOSAISI E HUSS
IT 1111 APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH

•
4

ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS.IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST IIIIIAUTIF In DECORATIONS OF THE DAT
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS-

• C. C. Leo, 315 Bwav
J. W.HUGHES
•

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 FraternitY &OW'S
OPIPICK MEM 4ga
111111EISI
NCE PHONE ps

SCENES WITNESSED AT OPENING OF PARLIAMENT ENOUGH
TO MAKE DEAD STATESMAN RISE IN THEIR GRAVES.
In all matters appertaining to poll- by many other nations to their womeies England has long regarded her- an kind."
Like all generaLtatna.tliia utteran
self as an example of propriety, says
is probably exaggerated, but doubta recent telegram from London. less has an element of truth. For
Should Mr. Hearst and Mr. Hughes centuries suppressioe has often in
have rough and tumble contests in history tended to make organized reMadison Square garden it would only volts successful. The suffragists say
in effect:
bo regarded here as a natural result
"You have always treated, us so
of the American polit•cal system and badly that we do not care what you
a characteristic incident of your elec- do now. We shall agitate until we
tions. That the dignity of commons get our rights."
They lack a Susan Anthons, but
cannot be equaled by congress or
any other parliamentary body in the they have strong supporters of other
world has for years been the boast t?pes, for instance, Mrs. Alfred Lyo.oi the average Englishman. This °eon, wife of the celonIal secretary.
week has shattered the national Speaking on Thursday she declared
dream built upon centuries of com- that the women who stormed the
parliamentary
parative
decorum. house of commons were ''perfectly
Scenes calculated to make ,Burke jutt.fied. Either woman is fit to take
Pat and. Gladstone rise in their her share in the solution of probgraves rimmed in parliament cup lems or she is urint to take charge
Tuesday when "Suffragists" stormed of the training of her sons They
not without success the house of com- say it will make us unwomanly, but
mons. English women have been re- the maiden's future, with a vote or
garded for so many centuries a neg-• no vote, will be very much the same
ative factor in national life, one as those past. Man's attitude is crysmight almost add domestic life, that talized in the Eton boy's diary: 'Got
this imperious demand for female vote up. had breakfast, and talked to mothaccompanied by unprecedented dis- er about things she could underturbances amazes the general pat:: stand.'"
aid disturbs statesmen. It is per- I
Fanning the Flame.
haps unfair to hold up the riot of
When one of the leading and clevthe women upon commons as repre- erest ladies in the land publicly takes
senting the average English woman's ibis attitude you can imagine that
opinion, but it is astonishing to find the agitation for femaale suffrage can
how much silent sympathy prevails scarcely be regarded by what to the
for the edeven women leaders now in average man was a disgraceful exhiprison for the violence of their con- bition in the house of commons.
victions.
Miss Elizabeth Robins, the AmeriAmerican Prediction.
can authoress, has been fanning the
An American diplomat who hap- Same, of woman's revolt. ,Speaking
pened to see the police bating bark on the same platform as Mrs. Lyttlethe suffragists in their desperate at- ton she said:
tempt to reach the legislative chain- "As a foreigner, I cannot
share
bet sacred to men said to me:
your victory when it comes, but I
"Women will tern at last. You can work with you and for you."
have always treated your woman like
It is to be supposed that before
caged canaries or cooks Now they leng women agitators here
will rewon't be satisfied until they get pow• ceive further support in the way
of
ers and rights exceeding those given speakers from America.
4.

RICHES IN CACTUS
ADMITS COMM IT IN°
FOR THE RANCHMIEN
ASSAULT AT CAIRO
Texans Expect to Make Wood Ako. Negro Arrested at Carbondale Guilty
hol of the Desert Plant.
of Other Crimes.

/NO. .11.1111,

e

tur

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
. CORRECTED MAY 30, 2906.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville!
Leave Owensboro
LLave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortenvillc
Leave Evansville .
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Priositon
ArrivePaducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Folton
Arrive Glib', Teas.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jaakson
Arrive Memphis
Aative New 'leaas
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans
Leave Memphis
Leave Jackson, Tenn.
Leave Rives
Leave Fulton
Arrive Padecah
Leave Pad ucal .
Arrive Princeton .,
Airve HopkinsivIle
Arrive Nashville
Arrive Evansville .
Mel,. NotassiviMs
Arrive Centval thy
Anive Horse Branch
Arrive faxitero
Arrive
.
Arrive Cincinnati

No. rot
8:20 a.m.
12:01 p.m.
2:28
3:3o
4:08
12:5o

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

4:55
6:io
635
7:20
8:o6
8:13

P.m
p.m.
pmp.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-t:to p.m.
10:35 a.m.
No. 102
7:10 p.m.
(1:45 am.
8:d7 am
10:15 A.M.
ii:ao a.m.
21:95 a.m.
12:39 p.m.
6:25 p.m.
9:25 p.m.
343 DJ&
t:all p.m.
aise p.m
pa6 gm.
*4:515 P-10gls p.m.
gag p.m

No. 103
6:oo p.m
9:40 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
1208 a.m.
i :03 a.m.
1:40 a.m.
4:4o pill.
7:00 pai.
9:45 P-m2:27 am.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
df:so am.
5:51 am
6:ot am
7:15 2_12.
8:20 a.m
8:15 p.m

No. ix
••. Ad
7:30 a.m.
9:00
H..; am.
12.„0
1:28 p.m.
841 &IL
8.o5 am.
it:ao 11-1/2.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:20 P
6:oe pus.

No. toe
No. ism
9:15 a.m.
8:50 p.m
to:to p.m.
11:58 p.m.
.
12435 a.m.
6uto Las.
I :43 a.m
74,0 aim.
14,3 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
3:o3 ans.
pose a.m.
520 as ,.
9:10 a.m.
94$ gum
3sgt a.m.
1•411a....
‘
4:Jo a.m.
ii:p MAL
5:111 a.ra.
ta:gs p.a.
La am. '433 P.m
7:50 A.M.
415 PAR.
I212,0 noon

IT. LOUIS DIVISION
Ltave
Arrive
Anria
Attire
1.2rait
Leave
Lave
Arsive
-

Loire
Leave
Leave
Anire
Lave
Arrive
Forgave
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Padacah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

NO.
taw
4 3
1
6.30
fk3s

3o6
p.m
P.m.
ani
p.m.

No. 374
4:20 p.m.
840 pm.
ago a.m.
790

SOUTH 1101UND
St Louis
Chicag•
CabaillEsle
Pa mesh

No. 3os
7;45 a-ulals Lin.
I1:edo Lin
335 p.m.

No. xis
1140 DAL
Coo pm.
7)25 a.m.
1130 a rn.

cA/20-NABHVILLE LINE.
---....
tos-Soi
NOW
BOUND
135-8i's
II:10 a.m.
Nashville
i z:ao 2.M.
Hepitimerilb
6:40 a.m.
2:35 p.m.
Princeton
745 a•InPaducah
9:25 14111.
4115 P rn
Paducah
6115 p.m.
9:3e a.m.
7./is p.m.
Cairo
11:10 a.m.
7:so 1L121.
St. Louis
441, pin.
Chicago
S412 Am
9:30 p.m

-0
a
.
.-.
.
....
•
••
.
•
•

The millions of acres of cacti-CovCarbondale, HI., Oct. so.—Alter beered lands of the Southwest may be- ing arrested on a.charge of assaultseulla3
SOITPH BOUND
136436
come a source of enormous porfit to ing Mrs. Myrtle Batson, living a Leave Chicago
d•ae p.m.
9:4, 11.12L
their owners if the claim which 'a mile north of this city, late yesterday Leave St.Loais
1:30 pm.
940 P.m.
made by chemical experts who have afternoon, a negro, giving hie
erne um
5:55 9-22.
name Leave Cairo
been in Texas for some time examin- as Charley Flannery, of
740 P.m
748 am.
Hopleinee Arrive Paducah
ing into the cactus plant is well ville, Ky., admitted his guilt
7:30 a.m.
3.30 p.m.
and ac- Agave Paducah
founded
A series of experiments knowledged similar aisaults at Cairo Arrive Princeton
44,5 pm..
9"ie 3 111
have been made of distilling wood al- and Sparta. IlL
ArriveHookisisville
6:ni pm.
cohol from the cactus !eaves. These I The negro was captured
by ,Clyde Arrive Nashville
945
pmexperiments base proved highly suc-'Alden and John Bowen
and was
cessful, and it is stated that there is brought to this city on a
Trains marked (*) run daily eacrot Sundsy. All other trams rue
switch enhardly an acre of wild land in west- gine and imprisoned in the
station daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Ciakaiusala
ern Texas that will not produce baggage room until
arrangements Memphis and New Orleans; trains lei and toa sleepers between Louis$too worth of woe!xl alcohol trout the could be made to remove him
to Mur- ville, Memphis and New Orleans. 'raja Sot and Soo sleepers between
cactus.
physboro later in the evening He Paducah and St. Louis. Train ^i connecta at East Cairo with Chiclian
.
The men who have been conuuce is tie years old
sleeper. For ferthtir information. address.
leg these experiments are said to repJ. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
resent a syndicate of. Eastern capiJust in, that nice Sugar House MoR. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Park cab., Ky.
talists who propose to establish wood lasses. First of theseason
W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo
at
F.
112Y.
Hied441164111144114alcohol distilling plants in different et man's.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn
parts of the Southwest Much of the
3. G. HATCH, G. P. A-, Odesiplik
land tgpon which the cactus plant
A Personal Demonstration.
W H BRILL. D P. A.. It Ursa *4hi
grows in profueion has heretofore
Chatting in leisurely fashion- with MIL
been considered practically worth- Urince
Bismarck in Berlin. Lord
lese The cactus attains a growth of Russell asked
the chancellor how he
vi
eeseral feet in height, and the leaves managed to
rid 'himself of imixotuiii ate broad aad contain a large pro- ate visitors
whom he could not re" pottion of watciy subs'ance. It has fine to see,
but who stuck like burr,
already been demonstrat.,1 that thc when once
admitted.
pulp Of the leaves -ire gold for pa- "Oh,"
replied Bismarck, "I have
0
per making.
my easy escape. My wife knows
The-important of :lie discovery that people of
this class very well. and
wood alcohol can be distilled from the when she
is sure there is a bore here
cactus plant lies in the fact that it and sees him
staying too long she
ell afford an unlimited source of sup- manages
to call me away on some
ply of that product and the price will plausible
pretext."
•
011/010411141041:
11
4
1L
441e1-44P.:14110.01OANOSOb necessarily be greatly lowered.
Scarcely had he tinished speaking
The new discovery will make mil- when the
Princess Bismarck appeared
li. mires, out of many ranch owners at
the door. "MY dear.- she said to
in Texas. Arizona and New Mexico. her
husband, "you must come at once
i: the value of the Cactus plant is and
take your medicine You should
anything as big as is claimed for it have
taken it an hour ago."—Home
DENTIST.
by these chemical etperts. It is said Journal.
•
Rooms 5 and 6 ikegister Building that a ton of cactus leaves will yield
nearly half their weight in wood al5s3 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Cy.
N. More Mystery.
Office over Globe Sank and Trust
cohol. The proctic of distillation is
New Phone 400.
Refurt long tfkre will he left 'hut
very simple and inexpensive.
ft w regions of mystery in which im- P
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
REAL, ES;
Gs- 3s6 liiroadway.
SPECIALTIES:
agination can travel. The great desPAYMEN
LY
FOR INVESTMENT. WIII7ERN
T
LOTS
Abstracting of Titles,
FEARS FOR SAFETY OF
erts are being explored, mapped and
BENTUCXY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LET
Insurance, Corporation and
BUFFALO BILL AND PARTY described. "The Great
American
FIUM TO EVIRYBODY.
FOR IT.
Bed listalle Law.
I. C. Flournoy
Cecil Re
desert" has disappeared from geogOmaha, Neb Oct. ao.—Fears are raphy hooks, and die
W. WISITTEMOILK- PaudiauPoPt.
Ir•DGv
French are rapentertained for the safety of Wm. F. idly opening up the
Sahara. For sev4
Cody ("Buffalo Bill") and his party eral years past they
LAWEICEB.
have sent explorof sixteen,, who left Cody. Wyo., on ing expeditious
into it which have
a hunting trip hi the Itig Hors
d reliectively with Algeria and
Rovms io, it and is, Colassota Eldg
Mountains,. ,Octpber lit, and who, the Niger as bases.
PADUCAH, TY.
In tie course of
it is feared, may have been lost in last sumrher
(Incorporated.)
a camel corps, cornRoom assi Fraternity Banding. the blizzard which swept over the
nianded by Col. Lapperrine, after
great hardships, penetrated to the
Office 'phone Old sat R. Residence Rockies a week ago.
Included in the party are Col. Stan- salt mines of
••••••-•..
N.
'phone old 4154.
ley, of Liverpool, Eng., and three found negroes Taodeni "where they
at work quarrying the
other EngliElimen.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING F3tEIGHT, M ACHIM.
salt, which is spread all over the
reA letter was received at Cody, gions of Nigeria
EYE, EAR NOIR AND
as
a
ERY
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Marketable proWyo., early last week from Cody's duet."—Bos
ton Transcript.
THROAT
camp, which waF tow tlays' .joupey,
OFFICE SECOND AND MOD. ROE. BOTH PHONES.
from the town, Mating that the mem- WINS
Oise and Residence, Room I 3 an/•
teesoo CASE FROM CITY
bers of the party were enjoying themC011innbia Bultlane
selves and expected to return shoot
Chicago, Oct. At—Mrs. Mary SaldPions esv- P•4
November I. The letter was two
'
Soy enytiskig and fl everything. days on the way to Cody. After man, who was injured by a defective
sties, Court Sweet: OM Phone that the storms came on and nothing sidewalk six years ago, won in the
appellate court yesterday her sttit
!pi&
BMW
has been heard.from Col. Cody's against
the city, which was heard by
party since.
three juries.
Architect and Superintendent.
The tipper
court
—DENTIST—
affirmed
a
judgment
$4,5oo
of
aot Fraternity Betiding.
%Nes
WAGON IN CONNECNo, Alonzo, thinking caps were was
ctered in the superior court in
Treehart
TISK N.,
,not made lo*.protect bald heads
Old -Phone 498 Red; New Phose
favor of the plaintiff.
TEL 70.
P kliUCAH,
. KENTUCKY
*4 r.;
•..,,...0
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Vt. ex -rise thy grutts....
-‘: ist .,i ..estiog our clit gla.cs
Cf.:.s..qt:c•Ittly our tl-isr.lay i of tlic•
•.:,,e.•: -t •,tare..I.-i!. We nim to combine
ocrfccaou in color; brilliant fini•411; artistic aadezekuni•e designs.
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Our prelerit stock cannot be excelled,

'Wedding and Holiday Gifts

RAW

Jeweler

E. COULSON,

••

41 4
•

•P LUMIIN&II

Steam &allot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

220 N. itird

EDGAR W. WHITTEMO

'

I

Dr. Sidney Smith E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

FLOOR/401i & REED

DR.. HOYER

Paducah Transfer Company
GENERAL _ CATILIAGE_BUS,INILat•

`• Or. Childress
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StolEs AND FuruffruRE
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0.1
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moviNo
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P. D. FITZOATRICK:SUPT

0. D. Schmidt,

A. S. DABNEY
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LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
s.tlaeorporeasill.

Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L

Yellow
Pine

u

Gum M Ash
Poplar
Beech

B

Maple
Walnut
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Oak
Dm

GUM, BEECH ANL OAK FLO€IN6, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED ARD_POLISHED,
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a

Interior
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TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE

•

•

438 South Snood

BIBLE SCHOOL ANO MEN HIT
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•
•
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POPULAR WANTS.

•100!•••••-. 41•IMMINIM•
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